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Miami Horror

Miami Horror - Sometimes (Universe Remix)
------------------------------
Key of A#
Ear-transcribed on ukulele by Neil Killer.
------------------------------
I tabbed this while listening to the Universe Remix (which is way better!), but
the 
are the same for the original. The only difference is the length of the
instrumental breaks 
the number of times the chorus is sung.
------------------------------

INTRO:
D# - D# - Gm - F [x4]

VERSE 1:
     D#
With eyes wide shut we lay stagnant awake
Gm                   F
Safe for now in this wonderous state
D#
Lost at a crossroad that s missing a sign
Gm                     F
How do we know if they made it alive

VERSE 2:
        D#
There s something lurking in the distance ahead
Gm                        F
Fragments of light shine away from the dead
     D#
They fantasise fury, no time left to stop.
Gm                       F
Darkness approaching now we re at a loss

CHORUS:
D#                                  Gm
Sometimes, when all that s lost remains
                             F                    D#
Drink from the fountain of youth and never age again
D#                                  Gm
Sometimes we jump across to every cloud
              F                    D#
Fly away, get lost and never be found

INSTRUMENTAL:
D# - D# - Gm - F [x4]



VERSE 3:
        D#
There s something lurking from the shadows within
Gm                      F
Stealing the colour and life from our skin
     D#
They fantasise fury at no extra cost,
Gm                      F
Darkness approaches now we re at a loss

INSTRUMENTAL:
D# - D# - Gm - F [x2]

CHORUS:
D#                                  Gm
Sometimes, when all that s lost remains
                             F                    D#
Drink from the fountain of youth and never age again
D#                                  Gm
Sometimes we jump across to every cloud
              F                    D#
Fly away, get lost and never be found
[x4]

OUTRO:
D# - D# - Gm - F [x6]


